Abstract: Educational system in Republic of India has been bone to the Indian society. The condition out of doors activity has been stopped by the parent’s thanks to the study pressure on them. Physical activity has been reduced and also the students ar still looking forward to love and affectionateness of there folks. The positive and downside of the academic system and that they points of the scholars. The support of examination is positive or not position of associate examination of every individual person.

INTRODUCTION:

Studying is associate assessment meant to live a young adult data, skill, aptitude, condition and classification in several different topics. Exams ar necessary in colleges to search out out the $64000 skills, abilities and data of the scholars. They get directed towards pedagogy when finishing their examination from a specific grade. Peer pressure, parental pressure and also the pressure at college ar developing stress among the scholars. On the opposite hand, exams will give lecturers with valuable data on whether or not they got to amendment their teaching designs or not. during this essay, i'm attending to share whether or not examination may be a affliction or a boon in our education system.

SYSTEM ROLE:

The education these days is changing into a blessing or a curse is associate open terminated question being raised recently. the total idea of education these days is much aside from what it had been ab initio devised to be.

That day one among the most focus within the lives is to induce an honest education and have a sound career to guide a contented and content life. And, doubtless, today’s education system caters to our desires of education and career all right. But, wherever is that the happiness and satisfaction

Right from the childhood, it's fed into the minds of small tots that the sole factor that they ought to grasp is that they're attending to be a doctor, engineer, IAS and then on. Since starting, they're controlled to outstrip others of their age. Once children grow up enough to enter a faculty, the iniquity starts. they require to clear the quantity of tests even to induce admission in nursery commonplace, as a result of they're imagined to be within the best college. As soon as, he's admitted to a faculty, he comes underneath the scanner and is incessantly evaluated on the idea of 1 parameter or the opposite. All that matters is your marks, your grade, your CGPA. Every parent desires to envision their kid at the highest position. And mechanically, others ar receded to lower positions and suppressed. the kid that is sometimes a stress buster and a supply of happiness for everybody else within the home and surroundings, himself becomes finite.

Even once the varsity is over, one have to be compelled to be within the best faculty. afterward best faculty, best job supply matters. Then, once more a similar vicious circle of competitive , excelling starts therein job surroundings to be one in all the very best paid worker. Now, the evil one behind the curtains is, none apart from, MONEY. The education nowadays is additional targeted at earning, and not learning. the only aim is info, not information. rather than broadening one’s outlook, it's narrowing down one’s perspective towards things. the ability to resist others is reducing and so, cacophonous apart the social arena. The in-built intelligence goes vainly.

It is time that the price of a person’s being’s own capabilities is realized and given correct house for development. The agenda of life ought to become living and not simply existing. once no 2 people during this world square measure created to be same, then wherever this whole conception of competition comes from. Let everybody maintain the individuality and individualism of oneself.
POSITIVE FACET OF INDIAN EDUCATION SYSTEM :-

Students bear several exams in their learning years. It teaches to analyse our strengths and weaknesses systematically.

Indian education system emphasizes competitive spirit. Competition teaches students to unleash their full potential.

Indian colleges teach basic information altogether subjects.

Annual system in class years helps slow learners.

These days lots of positive changes square measure happening within the education system of Asian country. stress on sensible information is accumulated.

DRAWBACKS OF INDIAN EDUCATION SYSTEM:

Rote learning. stress on memorizing the facts instead of totally understanding the ideas.

Completely counting on text books.

Giving additional importance to text books than the teacher. there's no autonomy to academics.

Students don't have any freedom to assume creatively and to question the content within the text books.

Students aren't being educated why they're learning the actual subjects and topic. Text books don't mention however the topics square measure relevant within the sensible life.

There is no incentive for academics to encourage vital thinking in kids.

Lack of infrastructure.

Most of the course of study is in theoretical kind.

Dearth of capable academics in government colleges.

Low salaries of academics.

Pressurizing students for marks and grades. Student suicides square measure increasing day by day.

Students square measure learning the topics simply to succeed in to consecutive level, i.e getting admission from the great faculty.

Indian govt is disbursement solely third of its value on education.

No management of govt on fee structure of personal academic institutes.

Ethics aren’t being educated in colleges. and therefore the results of this can be several educated persons lack ethics.

Very low teacher to student quantitative relation. As a result, academics aren't ready to consider every and each kid. in step with Right to Education, there ought to be one teacher for each thirty students.

High costs of upper education in Asian country. Indian Govt isn’t investment within the pedagogy aspirants.

Rise of employment centers for competitive exams and personal tuitions for college kids square measure is resulted by the poor education system, that couldn’t create students job-ready.

Our text books don't mention the importance of physical activity and therefore the additional information activities. Most of the faculties in Asian country don't have play grounds.

Not encouraging analysis and innovation.

Not teaching students regarding the way to subsume lifestyle struggles.

Incentivizing hyper-competitiveness instead of encouraging to co-learn.

Shortage of text books for govt college students.

No correct career steering on the market for college students.

Most of the government college students square measure unable to try and do basic scientific discipline. This reveals the negligence of academics.

Not everybody has access to highschool. lots rural areas still don't have any colleges. And there square measure several single teacher colleges.

In the high a hundred universities list by ‘Times pedagogy World name Rankings 2016’, none of the Indian universities may create into the list.

SUPPORT FOR EXAMINATION MAY BE A BANE:

expertise WHO was one in all the foremost intelligent students I actually have ever seen in my
life studied twelfth Grade in my category throughout 2002-2003. He was quite inquisitive about taking part in science fairs. Every day, he brought new innovative concepts and shared it with the category. however he scorned memorization! He wasn't inquisitive about memorizing what was given within the text book however substantially inquisitive about doing new comes. sadly, his Parents’ demands created lots of pressure on him. They controlled him to induce over ninetieth. He gave in to the pressures by hanging himself by a devotee at his home on the day result was proclaimed. He had scored ninety two within the final exams however he was no additional to listen to this news. This was my worst expertise relating to exams.

it absolutely was a language communicatingination that i used to be management within the exam hall. one in all the scholars within the hall took out atiny low piece of paper from his pocket and began to repeat. Obviously, after I saw that, I caught him guilty. I found that it absolutely was simply a story written in Tamil language that, if he scan just one occasion, he may write. however he wasn't interested even to scan it once. the matter is that everybody desires their kid to be known as a genius and thence comparison starts. If the kid isn't ready to become a genius, then they begin to cheat.

Last year, I conducted one unit take a look at to become a genius, then they begin to cheat. and thence comparison starts. If the kid isn't ready to become a genius, then they begin to cheat.

Last month once I entered the room within the morning, Srinivas and Dilip (names changed) were fighting with one another. i used to be dismayed to visualize their fight as a result of Srinivas was the category topper and Dilip was second rank holder. Dilip worked laborious to secure initial position however he might not; therefore attributable to suppressed anger within the mind of Dilip, atiny low misunderstanding exploded into a giant fight. ‘I’ vs ‘You’ competition can bring negative thoughts. ‘I’ Vs ‘I’ competition brings positive thought. Examination today has created associate degree competition that is unhealthy within the education system. Exams square measure for competitive with self! they're for ameliorating their previous best. But sadly, currently students not solely vie with alternative students however their lecturers, school, folks and their needs. Few years back, one amongst my students was absent within the category for per week with none intimation. I visited his house and met his father, World Health Organization same that his son wasn't fascinated by reaching to college. Then, I in person spoke to his son and located that his father continuously compared his marks with their neighbour’s son. He was operating laborious to urge a pass however he couldn't guarantee pass marks all told subjects. He didn’t like his father’s constant comparison! I explained concerning the importance of education and brought him back to high school.

SUPPORT FOR EXAMINATION MAY BE A BOON:

the result of the examination motivates to find out better! Farooq (name changed) was a student in my category World Health Organization continuously got simply pass marks all told the themes. Once, he scored centum in arithmetic in one amongst the slip tests (from only 1 lesson). The centum driven him to figure laborious and score ninety fifth within the final Public test. Many times, the test results exhibit my teaching ways. on every occasion I analyse the test results, I realize my very own mistakes in teaching and proper myself.knowledge facilitate high level to bring associate degree improvement in each individual’s information as a result of there providing regular feedback to the scholars World Health Organization acknowledge there daily learning and their shortcomings and work on them. I even have got enough opportunities to observe and value their teaching ways in keeping with their students’ progress.

In Tamilnadu State Board, there's no separate terminal test up to fourth Grade. Since they need no exams, there's no healthy competition among the scholars. the training outcome of the scholars will be visualised through test results. however in highschool, examination is introduced. each student works laborious to perform well within the exam! they will regard their classmates as competitors, cash in on these competitions and profit with immense rewards during this competitive society.

Examinations make sure that the scholars would study and their folks would comprehend their wards’ levels in their studies. I meet all folks of my category instantly when the term examinations and discuss their wards’ marks with them in order that we are able to decide what will be in deep trouble the higher way forward for their kids. therefore examination plays a main role in moulding the children’s future.
POSITION RELATING TO EXAMS:

Examination by itself doesn't bring any reasonably stress, if conducted meaningfully. The method the word communication is employed with kids brings stress and concern in their minds. I will be able to make a case for this with associate degree example. There's no communication concern or pressure on the faces of the scholars. World Health Organization area unit planning to seem English II paper in their test. They need no tension before the examination. They enter the communication hall with smiling faces as a result of the question paper is meant in such the way that the scholars will try all the queries while not memorizing something.

Also, competition is classified as ‘unhealthy competition’ and ‘healthy competition’. ‘Unhealthy competition’ results in stress and creates concern within the minds of youngsters.

There area unit six sections in English II paper (for twelfth Grade):

1. Supplementary Reader (if they understand the story they will write)
2. Learning ability (arranging sentences and errors in sentences)
3. Occupational (applying for job opportunities)
4. Life Skills ability (day-to-day conversations)
5. Creative Competition (to suppose creatively)

If we tend to analyze all the six sections, there's no scope for learning. Students try and write their own answers by applying data gained within the schoolroom. So, there's no stress to put in writing such associate degree communication. They face the communication blithely and completely. Similarly, if all the opposite queries area unit designed in such the way that the scholars solely need to apply their skills that they need learned, they will face their exams completely.

SUGGESTION:

Today, our main focus in life is to urge an honest education and have a sound career to steer a cheerful and content life. Lecturers would like associate degree objective basis for determinative whether or not they have instructed a selected section of the fabric properly. The opposite thanks to check the coed id the mastery of the fabric. If communication is conducted to assess the understanding of the coed and his/her talent, there would be no stress in the least. The college ought to play a serious role in educating the oldsters on the child’s individuality and execs and cons of comparison. Communication stress may be a part of the education system however that stress ought to be positive.

Education is associate degree integral a part of our Lives. The society assigns a stature to someone on the idea of one’s instructional qualification. Furthermore, educated youth helps to contribute to the country’s economy and produce concerning associate degree overall development of the country. Otherwise the govt of all the various countries would not have decomposed to require corrective measures to eradicate illiteracy.

But the growing tuition fees, poor college and decreasing career prospects may be a matter of concern as a result of if tuition fees goes on rising like this then only a few families are going to be able to afford a correct education for his or her kids. Hardly one out a pair of children are going to be able to complete their education that too a mere undergrad course. Few weeks back a piece was circulated on Facebook, the social networking web site on the degeneration of upper education.

With advance mechanization of the 21th century, everything looks accessible. Science and technology continuous it's improvement. Communications is well accessible nearly by their cellphones. Comparing it back on twentieth century, all these computerised technologies would be thought-about a supernatural story. For any price is seen and detected in a moment and additionally build it disappear additionally in a moment method.
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